Textiles situations 2015

1. The use of tablet computers today is popular with people of all ages. During the winter months many use the tablet while in bed under a warm blanket to watch films, read or browse the internet. As a designer you are to create a pre-production tablet holder that will hold the tablet in an upright position when one is using the tablet while in bed. The tablet holder has to be soft but sturdy.

2. ‘Triple R’ is a new company that is going to invest in producing new bedroom accessories from old clothes. You are part of a team of designers that ‘Triple R’ has employed. You are to develop three different items and produce a sample of each.

3. A local company is investing in textile items for teenagers. The company’s market research team found out that in many teenagers’ rooms underwear and socks are dispersed all over the place. The manufacturer wants you to design a trendy innovative textile item that will help teenagers systematise their clothing.